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Crt tv repair guide pdf software 2017

Reactions: SHIVAKUMAR K Helpful Answer Positive Rating Joined Aug 26, 2015 Messages 75 Helped 23 Reputation 46 Reaction score 21 Trophy points 8 Location Minnesota USA Activity points 552 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Remove the back cover, place the television face down with the
main circuit board exposed so you can see the traces. You’ll need a computer or mobile device and an Internet connection. There are other options for enjoying your favorite shows. Joined Aug 11, 2012 Messages 367 Helped 50 Reputation 100 Reaction score 49 Trophy points 1,308 Location Cluj-Napoca, Romania Activity points 3,880 ohh didn't reed
that , you are a good doctor hehe I'll Do like what you have said, Thanks for coming to help me ...... Visit the e-Stewards website to find a participating center near you where you can drop off your television. Normally should only be approximately < 5V AC if filtering properly. The fees are usually substantially less than cable bills. Brian. It isn't only a
line, if it was, you would be correct in assuming the horizontal scan was working but not being deflected vertically. it's loose connection and/or soldering problem. Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Also in addition to the large capacitor, examine all bulky components that could loosen in case the tv
was dropped in the past. In the case of C507 it is quite likely that just measuring it's value would not say it was faulty, you would need an ESR meter to confirm it was unable to charge up and discharge properly. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Watching television is a popular pastime. The symptoms are: sometimes working normally,
sometimes not working at all, sometimes there is a line travelling up or down the picture. You’ll have the cost of the antenna but no further charges.Indoor AntennaUse an indoor antenna to pick up nearby signals. May be second reason is power capacitor is weak. The goal of e-Stewards is to recycle using the highest of standards, which typically
include not exporting e-waste and reusing or refurbishing whenever possible. If you need to throw away an old TV it’s best to find a recycling program near you.Free Disposal of an Old TVMany communities hold yearly recycling events where old TVs can be collected and properly disposed of for free. Since the installation involves getting on the roof,
this type of antenna can be a little more difficult to install. Make sure you bring your driver’s license or a copy of your latest utility bill to show proof of residency at the recycling site.TV Disposal in PittsburghPennsylvania Resources Council (PRC) hosts a number of Hard to Recycle Collection Events throughout Allegheny County every year. If
available, you might be able to schedule a pick-up, or you might be able to take your old television to a recycling center. The search tool on the site enables you to search with your zip code.Other Disposal OptionsIf your television still works, consider donating it instead of recycling it. Today’s high-definition (HDTV) antenna are more fine-tuned for
clearer reception and stronger signals. Thanks for your valuable help. PRC ensures that old TV’s are recycled responsibly and safely by working with recyclers who are eStewards certified.PRC accepts TVs for around $30 per unit. please help me !!!!!!!!!! Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin I found the
schematic in my backup files - the capacitor I think is causing the problem is C507 (100uF/400V), check if it has riveted pins as I mentioned earlier but if not, you will have to replace it. Recycle Nation also provides e-waste guidelines and Department of Environmental Protection contact information for every state. Most donation centers don’t accept
these older models, and you’ll need to find a recycling center that specifically accepts them.Preparing Your Television for RecyclingIf your television is a smart TV, reset it to factory settings so that none of your personal information remains in the system.Bundle the cord neatly, and secure it with a rubber band or twist tie. Must be they think I'm
talking about cocaine? Call the manufacturer of your television or a few retailers in your area to see if this is an option too.Find an E-StewardE-Stewards are responsible recyclers located throughout the country. I'll come back again after checking and solve the problem .............. Old TVs often contain hazardous waste that cannot be put in garbage
dumpsters. Joined Jul 30, 2015 Messages 253 Helped 22 Reputation 44 Reaction score 22 Trophy points 18 Location Faridabad India Activity points 1,920 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin See.. As the PSU is switch mode it can only be a fault on the primary side and other than a rectifer being open
circuit (very rare) it can only be high EST in the reservoir capacitor C507. Enter in your zip code and Recycle Nation will tell you the closest drop-off, curbside, mail back and pick up locations. Use online guides to walk you through which channels you’d get based on the type of high-definition antenna. But more importantly, measure the AC voltage
across the capacitor. When you take it to a recycling center, you’ll likely be asked if it’s working or non-working.Your local community may offer a bulk waste recycling program for residents. The cable allows you to stream the shows to watch on a bigger screen. Wiggle them, etc. It all points to the rectified mains AC not being stable enough and the
excessive 100Hz ripple is sometimes enough to prevent the SMPS starting up at all or sometimes more than it's feedback loop can compensate for. Get free channels with a few TV hacks offering an alternative to cable.HDTV AntennaGone are the days of the old-timey V-shaped antenna that rested on top of a television set. Many waste disposal
companies will allow paying customers to drop off their old TV for free recycling. if the supply is defective nothing would work no sound no remote control . Prices are reasonable, and you can find an indoor antenna with a 50-mile signal range.Outside AntennaOutdoor antennas are often used in remote locations to pick up signals with a longer range.
Look for an 80-mile range for areas with cell towers located further away.Streaming ServicesResearch the Internet to find free, legal streaming services. Use a dolly to transport the old TV. As it seems to be a mechanical problem, the prime suspects are large components which tend to break their solder joints or in the case of a large capacitor,
sometimes the tag connections on the capacitor itself. Purchase your HDTV antenna online or at a local electronics store. Best Buy TV DisposalBest Buy offers in-store recycling for old TVs in the $25 range per console. Often the rivet works loose due to the repeated expansion and contraction as the TV is turned on and off. Most allow you to cancel at
any time. If it's a 220V AC then double the figures. C507 is the reservoir capacitor after the bridge rectifier and also physically large and heavy so it has to be prime suspect. For residents in Pennsylvania and Illinois, Best Buy recommends MRM e-Cycling Management. The pins are often riveted to the body of the capacitor, if they are you will see a
ring at the end of the pin, folded flat to the bottom of the capacitor and a soft metal (Al) rivet in the middle. Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Something else to check: Look for the large capacitor in the power supply (sorry - I've deleted the schematic files so I can't give its number) and unsolder it.
Some communities offer this service without fees, but others may charge you to recycle your old TV.If you don’t have an option for recycling with your community, try a take-back program. In this case, look for disposal options, which include recycling.Disposing of Large ElectronicsTelevisions fall into the category of large electronics. MORE FROM
QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET When you upgrade your television, you’re likely going to be the proud owner of more TVs than you currently want or need. Look for bulged electrolytics and charred patches on the board. Visit the website of one of your favorite shows. If you prefer to watch the show on your television screen, get a cable to connect your
computer to the TV. Then solder the capacitor back in and see if it works, it is polarized so make sure you fit it the right way around! Maybe a free repair! Brian. Disassembled TVs will not be accepted.Steps to Follow Before Disposing of an Old TVBefore bringing your TV to a recycling drive it’s important to note the following: If possible, the old TV
should be restored to factory settings to protect your privacy. These devices are the things that you plug into electric outlets, and they require special disposal methods to make sure they don’t sit in landfills. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET Joined Sep 15, 2015 Messages 65 Helped 0 Reputation 0 Reaction score 0 Trophy points 6 Location
BANGALORE Activity points 556 Dear all experts friends, Thanks for your valuable help to others in so many problems, I have problem with crt tv That is getting ON after sometime that will OFF, If we knock the Tv then it'll getting ON. Reactions: SHIVAKUMAR K Helpful Answer Positive Rating Joined Mar 18, 2007 Messages 54 Helped 14
Reputation 28 Reaction score 14 Trophy points 1,288 Activity points 1,663 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin The horizontal line is a sign that the problem is somewhere in the power supply, likely on the line side. Use a twist tie or the cord itself to bundle up the cord into a knot. Brian. Many
nonprofit organizations accept televisions in working order. It can be used when a definitive line connects the antenna to a cell tower. Just about everything else will give readings different according to the voltages you apply to them so you need special test equipment to be sure you are testing properly. Also any component that might respond when
you slap the tv and make the tv come to life. You can also pay small monthly fees for memberships or subscriptions to other streaming services. Joined Aug 11, 2012 Messages 367 Helped 50 Reputation 100 Reaction score 49 Trophy points 1,308 Location Cluj-Napoca, Romania Activity points 3,880 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if
we knock the TV , The TV is gettin why shouldn't be the vertical deflection since it has horizontal line (and probably sound)? somebody can help me in this case, please ...... MRM accepts certain brands of TVs for recycling.Best Buy will haul away an old TV if a new TV is purchased for around $20. Try dusting the circuit board off, taking all necessary
precautions, and examine the solder joints. Create an account and follow set-up instructions to start the streaming program. If the capacitor has a ***** or whatever causing it to open, the AC across it will jump to half the 110V AC line voltage or approximately 70V AC or so. Larry G Joined Aug 11, 2012 Messages 367 Helped 50 Reputation 100
Reaction score 49 Trophy points 1,308 Location Cluj-Napoca, Romania Activity points 3,880 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin hi , the horizontal line is because vertical deflection does not work. Rear projector and console TVs are around $40 per unit. Because of this, most states have laws that
prohibit old TVs from being set out for garbage pickup. Reactions: SHIVAKUMAR K Helpful Answer Positive Rating Joined Sep 15, 2015 Messages 65 Helped 0 Reputation 0 Reaction score 0 Trophy points 6 Location BANGALORE Activity points 556 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Ok I'll check the
Power capacitor, cracks in solder, dust in board and any other bulged capacitors. the horizontal deflection is related to the power supply thru the HV transformer . You enter your location, and you’ll see the color-coded list of available channels based on the antenna. An omnidirectional antenna picks up signals in several different directions, instead of
one like the directional antenna. It is also quite easy to damage some components even by connecting a DMM across their pins. Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Zsolt1, this is a 'hum bar' caused by 100Hz ripple on the supply line, it isn't a vertical scan problem. These streaming services give you
access to movies, documentaries, current TV shows and reruns of old classics. You miss the commercial interruptions.Watch OnlineYou can watch TV online. The AC measurements only apply if the capacitor is on the primary side. Or, you could donate it to a reuse organization that will turn around and give it away to an organization or individual who
will use it. and a horizontal line is moving up to down and down to up while the TV is ON...... Joined Sep 15, 2015 Messages 65 Helped 0 Reputation 0 Reaction score 0 Trophy points 6 Location BANGALORE Activity points 556 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin Oh Thanks Brian Sir, have the
schematic you gave me last time. Use one with the same value and voltage rating and make sure the spacing between the pins is the same or you will not be able to solder it back in! Generally, it is difficult to test components except for resistors. If it starts working when you hit it , it's about a loose connection .If you also have schematic the problem
is easy to solve. If you accept the price the team will move the TV and recycle or donate it if possible.Recycle Nation is a service offered all over the United States and provides an easy way to find a recycling location near you. If so, It can be checked while powered on with a voltmeter. Place the capacitor on a flat surface with it's pins facing up and
using a SMALL hammer and flat blade screwdriver, tap the rivet edges slightly to re-tighten it to the ring. Stand-alone pickup without a qualifying purchase is approximately $100.TV Disposal Near MeA quick and easy option for TV disposal is 1-800-GOT-JUNK. Tape the bundled cord to the television.Test the television to see if it works. Some
manufacturers and retailers offer services to accept or pick up electronics, and this service might be free or could involve a fee. These are simple to install by plugging the antenna into a receiver and mounting the receiver near a window. Many network channels have an option to watch an episode online for free. Assuming a 110VAC input, It should
measure approximately 150V DC when powered on. Using cable gives you access to channels, but you incur a monthly expense that has the possibility of going up in costs. Even with bad filtering the tv should work , you would see a picture that is ondulated at the left and right side. If I change the capacitor also good thing No? The old TV will be
properly recycled by a licensed third-party recycler. If the ***** happens to be a power connection, sometimes can turn off room lights so dark and look for a spark on the board itself. With the TV powered on, flex or tap gently on the board with a plastic or wooden stick (non-conductive) to see if can localize the *****. Inded at color tv's 80% percent of
defects used to be the smps supply & hv trafo ... A large TV will cost more to recycle. A directional antenna points in one direction. A team will come to your house, assess the TV and quote a price. With a magnifier, look for cracks in solder or a ***** in the board itself especially around heavy transformers or heatsinks. It's clear by your talking. and
one more help, how to check the electronic components, if it is fault or good ? If you want to dispose of your TV immediately, you should call your local waste disposal company. Joined Aug 26, 2015 Messages 75 Helped 23 Reputation 46 Reaction score 21 Trophy points 8 Location Minnesota USA Activity points 552 Re: My crt TV is getting OFF after
sometime and if we knock the TV , The TV is gettin I don't have a schematic but assume C507 Brian mentioned is the large filter capacitor on the primary side? The floating line can be a break in a ground connection which will induce an AC hum in the raster. Larry G Hmmm - I guess put the word break in where ***** is. Televisions, amplifiers,
printers, computers and other large devices have internal components that should be removed and recycled.If your television is older with a cathode ray tube, it contains hazardous mercury and lead. They are usually mounted on top of a roof to reduce the likelihood of signal obstructions due to trees and buildings.
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